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FOREWORD

A joint-service coordinated effort is in progress to develop a computerized adaptive
testing (CAT) system and to evaluate its potential for use in the Military Enlistment
Processing Stations as a replacement for the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude-Battery
(ASVAB) printed tests. The Navy Personnel Research and Development Center has been
designated lead laboratory for this effort.

This report describes the preliminary design considerations that were incorporated
into the government's formal solicitation of proposals for CAT system design and
development. A previous report (NPRDC Tech. Note 82-22) described the functional
requirements and objectives of the CAT system.

The contraCting officer!s technical representative was Dr. James R. McBride.

JAMES F. KELLY, JR. JAMES 1 REGAN
Commanding Officer Technical Director
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Problem

SUMMARY

Much research has been conducted, both within and outside the Department of
Defense (DoD), on the psychometric underpinnings . of computerized adaktive testing
(CAT), In January 1979, a DoD joint-service effort, was initiated to ev\aluate the
feasibility of implementing a CAT system for enlisted pe-rsonnel accession testih . As the
lead laboratory directing the effort, NAVPERSRANDCEN has primary respOnsi ility for
the design, development, testing, and evaluation of such a CAT system.

Objectives

The objectives of this effort were to:

1. Establish the principles on which the tailored testing system will be developed.

2. Develop a functional design model for the CAT system,_including specification of
its functional components and their structural relationships, as well as design implications
for the physical system.

Approach

A top-down structural design technique called hierarchy plus input-process-output
(HIPO) was used in developing the CAT system functional design model. Functional
requirements specified by NAVPERSRANDCEN, as well as experience gained in the design
of a similar system for the Office of Personnel Management, were used to delineate the
functions that should be performed by the system and the way in which those functions
should interface. The current technical literature on computer hardware was reviewed to
assess implications of the functional design for the physical system. A loosely coupled
microprocessor configuration was compared with shared minicomputer configurations for
single-site hardware support.

Results

1. Application of the HIPO approach to the design of the CAT system resulted in
the initial design level specification of four major functional subsystems comprised of 25
subfunctions of varying levels of specificity. The four major subsystems are (a) item
banking, (b) measurement control, (c) test administration and scoring, and (d) monitoring
and quality control.

2. Thirty-four software camponents were specified by system function.

3. Internal and external system interfaces were identified, detailing data and
control paths among the four major functional subsystems and the Military Enlistment
Processing Station Reporting System.

4. Personnel considerations for system operation were specified, describiKg the
desired minimum system impact on both operating personnel and examinees.

5. Further steps in CAT system development were identified, including the need for
testing, evaluation, and fefinement of the system design as part of the continuing process
of system development.

vii



6. A review of the state of the art in computer hardware and a comparison of
microprocessors and minicomputers showed that both were capable of supporting CAT
interactive testing and monitoring functions.

Recommendations

I. The CAT system design should be based on the 4 major functional subsystems and
25 subfunctions specified in this report.

2. The HIPO approach should continue to be employed throughout the evolution of
the final System desigk.

3. Both microprocessors and minicomputers should be evaluated for support of CAT
test administration and for station-monitoring functions.

4. The 34 software components identified in this report should serve as the basis for
system sof tware development.

5. FORTRAN, Pasaly_ or another high71evcq structured programMing language'
should be chosen for softwEre development.

6. Personnel requirements for system operation should be minimized.

7. Procedures for design testing, eValuation, and refinement should be specified and
implemented in the CAT system development process.

viii
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INiRODUCTIPN

Background and Problem

,The military services,have, over, many years, pursued innovative solutions io pressing
personnel measurement prpblems,. Since, 1917, when the need for rapid classification of
recruits resulted in the develbpment of the first group, intelligence tests, the military
servtices have 'provided a major- impetus to the development of new measurement
technojogy -(/n'astasi, 1976): The' huge election 'and classificatiOns task beought on by,
World War II led to the development the first multiplerability aptitude batteries and .
brought recognition of the. need for cOntinuing research and development in selection and
classification. The,ue of group tesN'hOwever, has meant some sacrifice of the accuracy
provided by 'individualized .tests.. Recent rekarch has .sought to provide the measurement
advantages Of an individualiZed testing 'procedure (in the mold of the early Binet tests),
while retaining the administrative efficie'ncies.associaled with group tests. Computerized
adaptive testing (CAT). is the outgrowth of that research.

CAT is a remarkably effect,ive combiriation 61 recent developments in laterit trait
theory and of, continuing advances in- .coMputer technology (Urry, 1977a). Unlike
conventional paper-and-pencil gi-oup testing, in which identical teit forms are adminis-
tered simultaneouSly'to large groups of exarninees, CAT is an individualized testing
procedure that constructs, administer's, and scores tests interactively during the testing
session. In conventical group testing, enough test questions must be included to assess
all levels of ability in the population fiq applicants. As a result, examinees mdst answer
many questions that are inappropriate to thif own levels of ability. In CAT, examinees
receive only those questions appropriate to their own levels of ability. The result is a tes''t
that is.hadaiited" or "taiilred" to each ex'aminee's level. Considerably feWer questions are
eequired in CAT than in the group test to,produce an estimate of ability at the same level
of reliability.

-

^

The adaptive .nature of the CAT procedure may be illustrated by the following
scenario: The examinee sits at a.testing station that consists of =. video display and a
keyboard and that may communicate, with a remote computer or contain a dedicated
Microcomputer. When a ,test question appears on the video display screen, the examinee
indicates an answer ,by pressing the appropriate key on the keyboard. If the answer is
co'rrect, a more difficult question is presented.. If the answer is ,incorrect, an easier
question is presented. With each succeeding response, the computer makes a revised
estimate of the examinee's ability. As the testing sequence proceeds, each estimate
becomes more 'reliable. The test is terminated when a previously specified level of
reliability is. reached. The procedure for multiple-ability testing is similar. This scenario
would be repeated for eath ability to be tested.

4

The 4parent simplicity of this procedure belies the extreme complexity of its
psychometric underpinnings (see Urry, 1981a, b). This complexity, coupled with the need
for great acCtiracy in the accdssion testing pi-ocess, presents the system-design challenge
in CAT systern development.

Exploratory and advanced development of CAT applications has been conducted at
the Givi1j3drvice Commission (now the Office of Personnel Management (OPM)) (Clark,
1976; Urry,,, 1977a) and, more recently, at the Educational Testing Service (Lord, 1977a, b)
the Air Force Human Relations Laboratory (Ree & Jensen, e.1980), the ArMy Research
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Institute (MCBride, 1979), NAVPERSRANDCEN (McBride, 1980), and several universities.1
In January 1979, the Department di Defense (DoD) established a jOint-service project to
develop a CAT system and evaluate its potential .for use in the Military Enlistment
Processing Stations (MEPS) (formerly the Armed Forces Examining and Entrance Stations
(AFEES)) as a replacement fOr the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery ASVAB),
which is used for enlisted personnel accession testing: As lead laboratory in this effort,
NAVPERSRANDCEN .fias primary responsibility for design, dev_elopment, testing, and
evaluation df the CAT,system.

The' joint-service project has been conceived as a dlarge-scale system development
effort, Integrating psychometric and .engineering developments to meet, system'' goals.
This report is the second of a series that will result from the project. The first (McBricle;>
1982) described the functional requirements and objectives of the CAT system.

ObjectiVes

The objectives of the effort reported here were to:

1. Establish the principles on which the tailored testin'g system will be developed.

2. -Develop a functional design model for the CAT system, including specification of
;ifs functional components and `their structural interrelationships, as well as design

implications for the physical system.

APPROACH

a Development of CAT System Functional Design Model

System 'Design PrinciPles

The primary objectives of the CAT system dev,elopmeri i. effort are the, design,
development; testing, and evaluation of a system for automated adaptive admiRistration
of DoD enlisted personnel selection' and classification tests. The desired outcome of the
development effort is an integrated set of well-defined inputs, processes, and outputs that
meet the following criteria:

1. User (i.e., military service) needs may be easily translatedointo specifications
that both define system products and provide control of system processes.

2. System products completely and consistently conform to user spetifications.
4,1

3. System processes and product are Continuously monitored to b'ensure such"

conformance.

The capability for delivery of well-defined products, meeting user needs and monitored
for conformance with user specifications, is the essence of the-CAT system.

'Several conferences have included work in this area. See Holtzman (1970), Clark, ,

(1976), and Weiss (1978, 1980).

a

A
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The system development problem has been approached through two distinct lines: (l)
psychometric development of the procedures for adaptive testing and (2) engineering
development of the physical system through which these procedures will be implemented.
The application of system design principles to, the development of the computer-based
physical system is straightforward and well supported by, present practice. The applica-
tion of suCh principles to the development of psychometric procedures is unique, h'owever,
and can present a subtle danger to the integrity of the system as a whole.

The danger lies in the possible failure to recognize that the CAT system must be
designed to meet psychometric objectives firSt. Engineering objectives must not be
permitted to drive the system developrrient effort. For. example, modification of well
proven CAT algorithms, based solely on arrIrliTiai .conception-of--hard-ware_performance
characteristics, is inappropriate. Rather, algorithmic requirements should, within reason,
dictate hardware specifications. Viewing CAT system development as simply another
data-processing system exercise is likely to compromise its psychometric integrity.
Recognition of the tremendously complex network of interaction underlying systems
design is especlaW necessary for CAT. System designers- must understand the relation-
ships among the system's psychometric and physical components. Appreciation of these
relationships is critical to integrating the components into a properly functioning system.

To facilitate 'such integration, the design strategy chosen for the CAT system has
focused on functiok) rather .than structure. Katzan (1976) describe4 a system function as a
process thaf accepts one or more inputs and produces one or more outputs. The
application of this definition in computer hardware or software design is straightforward.
For example, the "multiply" function of a central processing unit (CPU) chip accepts a
multiplier and a multiplicand, each of fixed length, and returns a product. Valid input
sources and outpUt destinations are inherent in the chip design. The ap.plication in
software design is analogous, with the prbgram code determining input sources and
characteristics, output destinations and characteristics, and the intervening processing
steps necessary -to produce output from input. The application of this definition to the
design of a psychOmetric system is less obvious. Even Chapanis (1970a, b), writing about
human factors in systems engineering in de Greene's Systems Psychology, neglects to
apply system design principles in developing psychometric procedures. Systems thinking is
applied only to the problem of personnel selection and classification and then only in the
sense that a systematic approach to selecting, evaluating, and training personnel is seen
as,a component of a larger design. Systems thinking need not stop short with the human
fattorso or engineering psychology approach, however. It is readily applicable to basic
/Psychometric developments as well.

If one defines a personnel measurement procedure as the administration, scoring, and

evalifation of the results of a test of some ability, questions couched in system design
terms can easily be raised. What are the desired outpUts? Test records, scores, selection
decisions? What are the processes required to obtain those outputs? Administering test
questions, recording examinee responses,.scoring,-applying selection rules? What are the
inputs required by the -specified processes to produce the desired outputs? Instruction
sets, test questions, examinee responses, scoring keys? This simplistic example illustrates
the principle that psychometric issues such as personnel measurement may be addressed
from a system design perspective, bringing to bear all the tools and techniques of that
discipline. The design of a CAT system is a far more complex undertaking, but the
development of a functional design model for the system greatly simplifies the dual tasks
of psychometric and engineering development and facilitate:: their eventual integration.



For this effort, a functional design model was developed to address both the
psychometric and the administrative or operational requirements of CAT and presented
through a series of hierarchy plus input-process-output (HIPO) diagrams (IBM, 1975;
Katzan, 1976).2 The HIPO package consists of (1) a visual table of contents, (2) overview
diagrams, and (3) detail diagrams. These corriponents are described below and illustrated
in the following section.

1. Visual Table of Contents. This snapshot of the system -is a hierarchy diagram
that presents a structured decomposition of system functions into subfunctions of
increasing detail as the diagram is' read from top to bottom. Reading from left to right
across any level in the hierarchy diagram provides a description of what the system does
at-thatlevel-of-detail7--Alsoi-out pu ts-of-a-funetional-co mponent-generally-ser v e as in puts
to the component on-its immediate right. The boxes in the hierarchy diagram contain the
names and identificatiorc numbers of the overview and jietail diagrams in the HIPO
package. To obtain the dekription of a specific function oMubfunction, the reader goes
to.the overview or detail diagram referenced in the visual table of contents.

2. Overview Diagrams. Overview diagrams are the most general descriptions of
system function contained in the HIPO package. They take the form of input-process-
output diagrams, with the inputs listed in the left block, the process steps in the middle
block, and the outputs in the right block. These general diagrams merely list inputs,
outputs, and steps; they provide no indication of how the inputs and outputs are related to
the process steps, nor do they specify the precise form of the input and outputs. When
steps in the process block are boxed, with identification numbers appearing in the lower
right-hand corner of the box, they 'represent subfunctions and refer to lower level
overview or detail diagrams describing the function. .

3. Detail Dgrams. Detail diagrams describe system function more specif ically
than overview diagrams. They, too, take the form of input-process-output diagrams and
generally describe system subfunctions. Inputs and outputs are described in more detail
than in overview diagrams and are linked with the steps in the process block in which they
are used. References to lower level subfunctions are similar to those in overview
diagrams. Additionally, when the process being described will be implemented primarily
in software, steps in the process block may point to internal and external subroutines.

System Design Stages

Several stages normally constitute any system deVelopment effort. These stages,
which, collectively, are often called the system life cycle, include (modified from de
Greene, 1970; Rubin, 1970): (1) problem definition, (2) requirements analysis, (3) concept
development, (4) preliminary system design, (5) design testing, evaluation, and refirement,
(6) system development, (7) system installation, (8) system operation, and (9) .system
modification or replacement. These staes are described in the following/paragraphs.

1. Problem Definition. Problem definition, which provides the rationale either for
modifying .what already exists or for creating something new, must precede the develop-
ment of any system. In the CAT system development effort, the problem has been
defined as the elimination or amelioration of several problems and deficiencies inherent in

2 The 'development of a functional design model for a CAT system has been based on
analysis of the requirements specified by NAVPERSRANDCEN, as well as the author's
experience with design of a similar system at OPM (see Cr011 & Urry, 1975).
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the preient paper-and-pencil versions of ASVAB (McBride, 1982). These problems include:
(a) excessive duration of personnel test sessions, (b) poor measurement precision at high
and low ability levels, (c) susceptibility to theft, compromise, and coaching, (d) expense of
printing, storage, and distribution for multiple forms of test booklets and answer sheets,
(e) susceptibility to errors inherent in manual score tallying, score conversion, computa-
tion of score composites, and score recording, and (0 long lead time and high expense
needed to develop replacement forms. The apparent capability of CAT technology to
provide a single solution to these problems led tp its selection as the technology of choice
in developing a replacement for the present ASVAB.

2. Requirements Analysis. Requirements analysis provides clear definition of
_sy_s_tem_objec_ti_v_es and serves as the basis for specifying system functions. System
requirements can be many and varied. Categories of CAT system requirements include
psychometric, administrative and operational, physical system performante, reliability,
security, maintenance, personnel, training, documentation, and interface requirements.
The definition of system requirements not only serves as the basis for system design but
also allows system evaluatiortcri-teria to be specified.

3. Concept Development. A description of the system, a rough approximation, is
produced in the concept development stage. Several preliminary design concepts may be
proposed and evaluated, resulting in selectibn of a single candidate concept. Concept
development bridges the specification of system objectives and the development of
detailed design specifications. It allows one to think through design considerations before
making a commitment to a specific system design. Descriptions of operational scenarios,
functions of system elements, physical system configurations, system interfaces, and
personnel considerations are usually provided as part of the system's design concept.

4. Preliminary System Design. The system design concept is refined into a set of
hierarchical functional de`Scriptions of system components and their interrelationships.
Those detailed descriptions serve as the basis for design of the system's structure, its
prototyping, and its final system development. As indicated previously, such functional
descriptions were developed using the HIPO technique, which describes system functions
in terms of inputs, processes, and outputs. These descriptions are presented
hierarchicaily, showing in progressively greater detail the functional relationships among
system components. All required inputs, processes, and outputs at each level of
functional detail are specified.

5. Design Testing, Evaluation, and Refinement. Once the preliminary system
design is completed, it must be tested, evaluated, and refined. A working model of the
system, based on the preliminary design, is constructed and then tested and evaluated to
validate the design against systems objectives. This prototype should be an accurate
representation of what the system will look like and how it will perform when it is placed
into operation. The prototype must be carefully evaluated, taking care to ensure that
evaluation criteria have been well specified and that the test and evaluation process
accurately simulates real-world conditions. This stage further allows design refinement,
so that deviations from system objectives or evaluation criteria may be corxected before
full-scale system development begins.

6. System Development. Full-scale implementation of the system design includes
the final development of all system coMponents, 'interfaces, operating procedures,
personnel requirements, and system documentation. This stage focuses primarily on the
physical system and its support requirements and is the final embodiment of the
functional design. At the completion of this stage, the systein is ready for installation in
the operating environment.

5



7. System Installation. When the system is placed in the operating environment, it
is' not unusual for the system design to be validated further through operational field
testing and evaluation. When the system has been validated in the actual operating
environment, it may be fully deployed for operation. This stage also includes completion
of training requirements for all system personnel.

8. System Operation. After Installation and deployment, the ongoing stage of
system operation includes not only day-to-day operation but also ,monitoring and quality
control. In CAT system operation, it would also include periodic updating of the question
files (item bank) from which test questions are selected, as well as selected presentation
of experimental test questions for research purposes.

I

9. System Modification-or Replace-ment Any_system has a finite life. C_haklging
requirements, new technology, or system evolution may dictate modifications or replace-
ment. The key issue in this stage is awareness of change coupled with careful planning, so
that required changes may proceed smoothly.

4

These stages in the system life cycle provide the perspective for discussion of
preliminary design considerations. (The first five stages provide the essential principles
upon which a good system design will be based. The use of the HIPO technique simplifies
the task of integrating psychometrk and engineering developments into an efficient CAT
system.

Literature Review

The cureent technical literatur on computer hardware, was reviewed to assess
implications of the functional design f\ r the Physical system.

RESULTS

CAT System Functions

In CAT, tests are construCted, a fninistered, and scored intefactively during the
testing session. What functions are''neceSsary to this process? First, it is obvious that a
function encompassing test construction, administration, and scoring is needed. Test
questions for each ability are selected\ from an item bank. Item banks are carefully
constructe sets of test questions having well specified psychometric properties; each
item bank i designed to measure a single ability. .Thus, a function providing for item
banking musL also be defined. In CAT, a test may be terminated when a specified level of
reliability is eached. Because multiple-ability testing may require a weighted composite
score, a func ion providing termination rules and score weights is necessary. A function
that monitors CAT functioning and quality control reporting is needed to let the user
know when thin s go wrong._

By applyin such a simple functional analysis to the CAT process, four_ major
functions were id ntified: (1) item banking, (2) measurement control, (3) test administra-
tion and scoring, nd (4) monitoring and quality control. These functions were formally
expressed using th HIPO technique. The visual overview of the CAT system is provided
in Figure 1; and th system overview diagram, in Figure 2. Outputs of the item banking
and the measuremen control components are required as inputs to the test administratioh,
component, and outpu from the test administration component are required as- inputs for
monitoring and quality\ ontrol. These functions and their associated subfunctions are

16 9



further specified in the detail diagrams for the functions (Figures 3 through 17) and are
described commencing on page 20.
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Item Banking Function

The CAT system's item banking function provides the sets Of test questions, or item
banks, necessary for adaptive test administration (Figure 3). It is composed of three
subfunctions:

1. Test item calibration (Figure 4) refers to the espmation of the latent trait
parameters, a1 ., b., and c., of candidate test questions for item banking (Urry, 1981a)..

-1 -1-
Input for this subfuncti-on consists of results from either conventional or adaptive
administration of the potential test questions. If parameters are to be estimated from
conventional test results, examinee response data and scoring keys for the questions must
be supplied. If parameters are to be estimated from adaptive test results, ability scores
must be supplied as well. Algorithms for estimating parameters from conventional and
adaptive test results have been described by Urry (1975,- 1976, 1980) and Schmidt and Urry
(1976). These algorithms are suggested as a guide for design of the CAT system's
parameter estimation subfunctions. Parameter estimation from adaptive test results is
especially important in CAT because it permits on-line calibration of potential test
questions during normal operations. It proviths a method for eventually ending
dependence on conventional test results for item parameter estimation. The test item
calibration subfunction produces parameter estimates and calibration statistics for the
potential test questions. The parameter estimates are then treated as input to the item
bank construction subf unction.

2. The item bank construction subfunction (Figure 5) takes the parameter estimates
for candidate questions and compares them against target values for the a. and c.
parameters. The presciiption for acceptable values of these parameters has been detailed
by Urry (1971, 1.977b, 1981b). Questions that fairto meet this prescription are rejec:?..d by
parameter values. The remaining item parameter sets are then sorted to ease later
processing and a rectangular distribution of the items, by parameter, is built. Urry's
prescriptions for the size and distributional shape of an item bank may be followed in
selecting questions.

3. The item bank evaluation subfunction (Figure 6) is designed to assess the
performance characteristics of an item bank before it is placed into operational use. It is
one of the most critical quality control steps in CAT system design, because item bank
performance characteristics are a major determinant of CAT system performance. A
procedure for evaluating an item bank has been described by Urry (1974). From the
functional perspective, the item parameter sets for the tentative item bank are-used to
generate response vectors (ones and zeros, or rights and wrongs) for simulated examinees.
Termination rules are selected for item bank evaluation, ,based on the desired reliability
of the bank (Urry, 1977b, 1981a). These rules are provided by specifying a value of the
error of the ability estimate, at which point the test sequenee is terminated. Adaptive

* testing is then simulated using the item parameter sets, response vectors, and termination
rules.' The results are reported. The item bank is made available, With associated
question teAct,, for operational use only if it iludged acceptable. The procedural steps in
the item banking functiOn art repeated for each ability for, which an,item bank is to be
constructed.. When kveral item banks 'will be administered as a multiple-ability battery,
simulation of adaptive testing with the complete set of banks is conducted.

Measuremen' t Control Function

1The measurement control function, one of the most critical components of the CAT
system, provides the means through which answers to the three basic questions underlying
CAT are translated into system control parameters. These three questions are:
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1. What Is to be 'measured?

2. What degree of accuracy is to be employed?

3. How are subtest scores t'o be combined into composite scores?

User requirements are communicated to system per"sonnel who, in turn, specify measure-
ment protocols to meet the user's needs. These protocols embody the measurement
requirements of each system user and determine both the way in which the adaptive

testing process proceeds and the nature of its outputs. Furthermore, the protocols specify
the combination of subtests required to meet specific measurement objectives (e.g.,, full

ASVAB vs. Armed Forces Qualifications Test (AFQT) or service-specific composites), the

outputs desired (e.g., subtest scores vs. weighted composite scores), and the scale and

accuracy of measurement desired. They take the form of the input stream required by

the system to generate control parameters.

It is through software, generation of control parameters that user measurement
protocols are implemented in the CAT system. These parameters a're of three types: (I)
termination rules, or terminal error values (values for the error of the estimate of
ability), which determine the point in the adaptive testing sequence where testing for a

particular ability is terminated, (2) subtest weights, which determine the relative
contribution of a subtest score to a composite score (arid which may be zero, if a subtest
score is not to be included in a particular composite score), and (3) rescaling factors,
which provide conversion of output scores based la the system's standard scale of
measurement to scores based in an alternate scale of measurement.

The measurement control function must provide the.capability for translation Of ia

wide range of user measurement protocols into appropriate control parameters. The

function can become complicated as the number and complexity of distinct user protocols

increases. Its psychometric bases have been discussed by Urry (1980, 1981a & b). Its

implementation depends on several necessary conditions of the total system design:

I. A Bayesian modal solution for item parameter estimates must be used.

2. The Owen-Bayesian algorithm must serve as the basis for item selection and
ability estimation.

3. A variable-test-length termination strategy, based on target values of the
standard error of the estimate of ability (for each subtest), must be employed.

A very simplified case of the measurement control function is illustrated in Figure 7.

,

Test A ministration and Scoring Function

Administration and sCoring of adaptive tests in the live testing environment (Figure

8) is often thought of as the sole' function of a, CAT system because it: is the priMary

system function implemented in the fiel&resident physical sYstem. It is composed of six

subfunctions: ..

1. The system start-up subfunction (Figure 9) includes the steps necessary to
prepare the physical system (the hardware and software) for a testing session. It includes

power-up, self-test, sign-on, and system status verification activities.
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2. The examinee login subfunction (Figure 10) performs the administrative tasks
that identify the'examinee to the system and that link the examinee's t:!st record with the
other steps in the applicant processing sequence. Inputs include data from administrative
forms and examinee-supplied data, and outputs include administrative forms and the
examinee record into which the test results will later be written. Additionally, a lower
level subfunction has been specified to ensure that examinees are correctly seated at the
testing stations to which they haye been assigned.

3. The familiarization subfunction (Figure 11.) is designed to familiarize the
examinee both with the hardware and with the adaptive testing process. Introductory,
instructional, and practice materials are displayed on the testing station display, and the
examinee enters the required responses on the testing station keyboard. Checks are
included to ensure that the examinee is proceeding through the familiarization sequence
successfully. An option has also been designed for the examinee to request a repeat of
the 'familiarization sequence. Inputs include introductory, instructional, and practice
text, as well as examinee responses; outputs are displays of the input text and error
messages.

4. The primary test subfunction (Figure 12) is the heart of the test administration
and scoring function. It is designed to select and display test questions, read and score
examinee responses, and update the examinee test record. It also provides administration
of experimental items (through branching to another subfunction), selective retests', and
test results recording on the testing site's master file. Inputs include control data, item
parameters, item test, arid examinee responses. Outputs include test item displays, error
message displays, and the examinee test record.

Within the primary test subfunction, lower level subfunctions have been speci-
fied. The-item administration subfunction (Figure 13) selects and displays test questions,
reads examinee responses, and displays an error message when appropriate. It 'scores
examinee responses and 'updates the estimate of ability and its associated error value. It
terminates the testing sequence in a particular ability by checking the current 'error value
of the ability estimate against the specified terminal error value. Isecause the item
selection procedure and the ability and error updating procedures are psychometrically
complex, lower level subfunctions .for them have been identified but have not been
specified in, separate HIPO diagrams. Decisions about these sUbfunctions will have to be
made within the context of the system's psychometric development activities. prry
(1977b, 1980, 1981a & b) has offered guidance in developing these procefures.

5. The experimental item subfuriction (Figure 14) provides administration of experi-
mental, or potential, test questions within the context of an adaptive test. It selects and
displays experimental items, and reads and records examinee responses. Inputs include
item bank codes, item text, and examinee responses; outputs include item text displays
and examinee respOnses to the items. This subfunction is called, by primary "test
subfunction, when control codes indicate that ekperimental items are to be administered.

6. The test results.rePorting subfunction (Figure' 15) is designed ,to provide printed
reports of test ,results; including any required administrative forms. It inptits data froin
the testing site's Configuration master file and prints reports as required.* It is also
designed to feed testing results into the MEPS reporting system.

Monitoring and Quality Control Function

This component, which provides system-wide quality control of all CAT system
functions as well as monitoring of the dn-site testing processr is composed of, three



.subfunctions: testing station monitoring, quality control report generation, and special
report generation (Figure 16). The term "quality control," as used in this function, implies

not only physical system diagnostics and maintenance but also monitoring and control of-
the psychometric integrity of the CAT system. Because the system will stand or fall on
the quality of its personnel measurement, its psychometric integrity requires constant
scrutiny.

,The testing station monitoring subfunction .(Figure 17) may be-used in various ways.
During a testing session, three conditions might occur that would require the attention of
the test monitor: (1) The examinee might fail to progress normally through the testing
sequence and also fail to request assistance, (2) the examinee might, for any reason,
request monitor assistance, or (3) a failure might occur in a testing station. The teSting
station monitoring subfunction should provide a constant display of testing station status,
so that such conditions may be identified. Additionally;if a testing station fails, a lower
level subfunctidn should be initiated to perform a recovery and restart sequence. Because
this lower level subfunction is dependent on decisions yet to be made about the nature of
the recovery and restart procedures desired for the CAT system, it has not yet been
specified in this.HIPO package. .

CAT System Structure

The task of .the system designer-is to- define system functions and to translate those
functions into structure, logic, and organization--the set of design specifications used in
the system development stage. Bingham and Davies (1972) list 15 main activities in the
development of a detailed system design for implementation. These activities include
development of comprehensive design documenation, as well as finatspecification of all
inputs and outputs, data and control paths, file structures, overall system logic, software
and hardware, and internal and external interfaces. CAT system structure consists of the
concrete elements (Ackoff, 1974) required to implement system functions in the real
world. The Bingham and Davies activities suggest the type of concrete elements with
which the system designer must be concerned.

The four major functions identified in the CAT functional design model suggest a
system structure that. implements each function in a separate subsystem with its own
data, logic, hardware, and software characteristics. Modular design concepts, applied to
separating system functions .into concrete subsystems and to developing' the concrete
elements of those subsystems, allow the system to evolve gracefully in step with changes
in operational requirements -or the availability of new technology. The following
discussion of CAT system strUcture is an example of translation of the functional design
model into such concrete sys`tern'elements. The discussion focuses on system- software
specification because the functional design is primarily embodied in such software.
Table I presents system software components by system function.

Item Banking Subsystem

.
The iterri banking fu:iction described in the functional design model is implemented by

the' item banking subsystem (IBS), a structural component that consists of three major
computer programs.; These programs contaih eight saftskare Modules with associated 'file
structures,' control logic?, and' interfaces.. They interface 'with each other through their
f.ile structures and with the rest of the system by providing item bank' tiles to the test
administration and scoring subsystem.
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- Table 1

CAT System Software Components, Enumerated by System Function

Software Component

System Function 'Subsyst'em Program Module Subroutine

1.0 CAT System Overview

2.0 Construct, test, and
' evaluate item banks

Item banking
(IBS)

2.1 Calibrate test items est calibration
(TCP)

2.1.1 Calculate parameter Conventional test
estimates, from con, calibration
ventional test results (CTCM)

2.1.2 Calculate parameter Adaptive test
estimates from calibration
adaptive test results (ATCM)

2.2 Construct item banks

2.2.1 Build rectangular
item distribution

2.3 Evaluate bank performance

2.3.1 Generate item
response vectors

2.3.2 Simulate adaptive
testing

Item bank Item sort
, construction (ISM)
(IBCP)

Item bank
evaluation
(IBEP)

Rectangular item
distribution
(R1DM)

(finivariate data
generator.
(UDGM)

Multivariate
data generator
(MDGM)

Univariate
adaptive testing
simulation
(UATSM)

Multivariate
adaptive testing
simulation
(MATSM)

3.0 Generate measurement Measurement ,Measurement,
. control parameters control' (MCS) control (MCP)

3. I Calculate terminal error...
values

Termination rule
(TRW

3.2 Calculate score weights Score weighting
(SWM)
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Table 1 (Continued)

Software Component

System Function Subsystem Program Module Subroutine

4.0 Administer and scOre Test administration
adaptive tests and scoring (TASS)

4.1 Perform system start-up, System start-up

procedure (SSP)

4.2 Log in examinee

4.2.1 Perform eXaminee
identification check

4.3 Conduct fainiliarization
sequence

Examinee log-in
(ELP)

Sell,test

, Identification
check (IIDCM)

Adaptive test Familiarization
administration sequence
(ATAP) (FSM)

- 4.4 Conduct primary test Primary test

sequence
sequence (PTSM)

4.4.1 Administer items

4.4.1.1 Select item

4.4.1.2 Update ability
estimate and error

value

4.5 Conduct experimental
item sequence

4.6 Report test results Test report
generator (TRGP)

Experimental
item sequence
(EISM)

Item
administration
OAR)

Item
selection
(ISR)

Ability error
update

t(AEUR)

5.0 Monitor system per for- Monitoring/
mance; provide quality quality control
control reports (MQCS) .

5.1 Monitor' testing stations 'Station monitoring
(SMP)

, 5.1.1 Perform recovery/
,restart procedure

5.2 Generaje qdality control Quaflty cOntrol
;repo'rts report geherator' `.

(QCRGP)

5.3 Generate special Special report
reports generator (SRGP)

Recovery/restart
(RRM)
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1. The test calibration program (TCP) calibrates potential test questions, using
input from either conventional or, adaptive test results,and writes calibration results to a
parameter estimate file. It also prints a report of the calibration process. Two software
modules actually perform the item parameter estimation functions: The conventional test
calibration module (CTCM) calculates parameter eStimates and calibration statistics from
conventional test results, and the adaptive test calibration module (ATCM) perfol-ms the
calculations from adaptive test results. Required files include (a) a control card file
consisting of program control parameters, item labejs, and item keys, (b) a file containing
conventional test results, including item response data, (c) a file containing adaptive test
results, including examinee item response data and ability scores, and (d) a file into which
item parameter estimates will be written.

_

2. The item bank construction program (IBCP) reads the parameter estimate file,
rejects item parameter sets that do not meet the prescriptiOn for values of the a. and ci

parameters, sorts the 'remaining sets, and builds a rectangular distribution of those sets by
b. values. Those item parameter sets are written to a file as the tentative item bank, and

a bank composition report is printed: The item sort module (ISM) performs the item
sorting task, and the rectangular item distribution module (RIDM) perforrns..the task of
building the rectangular-item distribution from the_sort results. Required files include a
parameter estimate file, a file into which the item sort re-sults are written, a file
containing the,rectangular item distribution, and a file to contain the tentative item, bank.

3. The item bank evaluation program (IBEP) reads the parameter sets contained in
the tentative item bank, generates response vectors for simulated examinees, and applies
the termination rules selected for bank evaluation to simulate adaptive testing with the
tentative item bank. It prints a report of the simulation process and creates the item
bank files required for test administration. When multiple banks are to be used as a test
battery, response vectors are generated and adaptive testing is simulated for the .set of
item banks as .welf. The univariate data generator module (UDGM) generates response
vectors for single bank evaluation, and the multivariate data generation module (MDGM)
performs the same task for multiple bank evaluation. The' univariate adaptive testing
simulation module (UATSM) simulates adaptive testing with a single item bank, while the
multivariate adaptive testing simulation module (MATSM) simulates it with multiple item
banks. Required files include a tentative item bank or banks, a file containing generated
response vectors, a file (or files) to contain text for the items in the operational bank, and
a file (or files) to contain the parameters for those items._ Termination rules and item
text must be supplied as additional data.

Measurement Control Subsystem

Because the measurement control function cannot be adequately specified until the
range of user requirements has been defined, some structural elemettts can only be
suggested. The measurement control subsystem (MCS) will consist of several software
components, of which the measurement control prograrri (MCF), containing two modufes,
is only illustrative. The termination rule module (TRM) calculates_ terminationq-ules for
either single- or multiple-ability adaptive teSts, and,, the score weighting module (SWM)
calculates Score weights to be applied in developing a mUltiple-ability composite scOre.
Files required,are a. file Containing subtest reliabilities And validates, A file representirig
the subtest intercorrelation matrix, and a file into which- tet'minal error Values and seore
weights will be written. Data representing User measurement protocols are also required
as input to the program. This subsystem interfaces with the remainder of the system by

' providing measurement control parameters (terminal error valueS and score Weights) to
%he test administration and scoring subsystem.,
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Test Administration and Scoring Subsystem'

The test administration and scoring subsystem (TASS) comprises the major portion of
the CAT system functional design model. It consists of fCiur computer programs, five

modules, and three subroutines, plus associated file structures, data requirements, control
logic, and interfaces. .

1. The system start-up program (SSP), upon system power-up, readies the hardware
configuration at the testing site for the start of a testing session. The SSP includes a
self-test module (STM) that performs an automatic check of system hardware and signals
when the system is ready for operation. The program reads access and test control codes
from the test monitor station and verifies system status on the station's d'oplay..,._ When,
system-ready status is indicated, the SSP passes control to the examinee log-in program.

2. The examinee log-in progiarn (ELP) displays a data entry format for the test
monitor, reads identification data entered by the test monitor for each examinee, and
creates the examinee record. The identification check module (IDCM), verifies that
examinees are seated at the testing stations to which they have been assigned. This

program requires a file into which the examinee records will be written. When examinee
placement at a testing station- has been verified, the program passes contra_ to the
adaptive test administration program.

. 3. The adaptive test administration program (ATAP) irriplernents the' farrstiliar'iza-
tion, primary test, and experimental item subfunctions of the model. The familiarization
sequence. is conducted by the familiarization sequence module (FSM), which displays each
frame in _the sequence on the testing station display, reads examinee responses, and

checks to see whether the responses, matc'h expected values. It will also initiate a repeat
of the sequence if the response to the last frame matches a specified value. Upon

completion of the familiarization sequence, the module passes control to the primary test
sequence module (PTSM). After reading termination and weighting control data and
experimental item and selective retest flags, the PTSM conducts theimary test
sequence for each item bank tO be administered. It -administers items, updates the
examinee record, branches to the experimental item sequence module if experimental
items are to, be administered, conthicts a retest with an item.bank wheri required, and

terminates the test, writing the examinee record into the testing site's configuration
master file. When required, it conducts a retest with the AFQT portion of the ASVAB and

then proceeds with testing or terminates the test at the point, depending on the outcome
of the retest.

Several functions of the PTSM are implemented in subroutineS. The item
administration subroutine (IAR) displays test questions, reads examinee responses, checks
response validity, and displays error ;nessages. The IAR also checks the current error
value of the estimate of examinee ability against 'the specif ied_terminal error value. It
checks to see whether a specified limit for the number of items to be administered in any ,
one bank , has been exceeded. This subroutine passes control to the item selection
subroutine-(ISR) for test:question selection, and to the ability and error update subroutine
(.AE,UR) for the sCoring of exarninee responseS and updating of abifity and error estimates.,

For, administration Of experimental items, control, is passed to the ,experirnental

item seciuence module (EISM), which reads' the current item bank code and selects and

displays experiniental test questions. It also reads examinee responses to the questions
and records those responses in the examinee record. It then passes control back to the
PTS M.
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4. The test report generator program (TRGP) reads the test site's configuration
master file and prints examinee test reports and administrative fornis when they are
required. It also writes examinee records into the MEPS reporting-system through that
system's interface with the monitor istation. Program control is initiated by the iest
monitor through the monitor station keyboard.

,

File requirements for the subsystem include' (1) a fife into which the examinee
records will* befwritteri; (2) arfile 'containing introductory, instructional, and practice text,
(3) the termination and weightinV control file, (4) the item bank parameter and text files,
(5) an experimental item file, and (6) the configuration master file. Data requirements
include system access and control codes, examinee'identification data, e*,xperynental itern
and selectiie retest control flags, and examinee respOnses The programs in this
subsystem interface with each other through theW internal control structures and through
the subSYstern's file structure. The subsystem interfaces with the remainder of the CAT
system through the overall system file Structure and through direct data and control links
with the monitoring and quality control subsystem.

Monitoring and 9uality Control Subsystem

- Three programs constitute the monitoring and quality control subsystem. At the test
monitor station, the station monitoring program (SMP) provides a display of testing status-,
including test progress, aid requested, 'Station failure, and system probjems (e.g.,
psychometric anomalies). It alSo includes a recovery and restart module (RRM) to initiate
a recovery and restart sequence ,in the event of testing station failure. The .quality
control report generator program (QCRGP) analyzes systemwide performance data and
prints quality control repdrts, as required. The special report generator program (SRGP)
provides special analyses of system performance data and subsequently generates reports
based oh those analyses. File requirements for this subsystem would include.access tO all
CAT system permanent files and the generation of any analysis filei required. Data
requirements primarily include testing station status data. Interfaces to the remainder of
the CAT system are accomplished through the system's file structure, except for the
station monitoring program, which requires direct data and control links to the test
administration and scoring subsYstem.

CAT System Irnplementation

Hardware

System hardware must support two categories of systerb functions: (1) those
implemented within,the context of the actual testing situation (i.e., at the test site),:and
(2), those implemented elsewhere (i.e., at a laboratory or administrative headquarters). A
testing site may be a permanent location, such as a MEPS, or a temporary location, such
as a high school or a local post office. Thus, *the choice of hardware and the
determination of the waY in which that hardware is configured present a complicated
problem. Table 2 displays system functions in comparison tO hardware functions. System
mode, processing, input/output, and storage reqUirements have b'een indicated for each
function and subfunction in the CAT system ',functional design model. CategorieS Of
hardware.. that might 'satiSfy ihose requirements have :also been indicated.' Thete
categories are generic and include medium-to-large-scale mainframe systems, snnall-to-.
medium-sCale minicomputers; Microprocessors,, hard disks, floppy, disks, alphanumeric
displays, graphics displays, keyboards, and printers. Making these hardware choices will
require careful consideration on the part of system, designers; the task goes beyond the
realm of the preliminary design considerations disCussed here. However, the issue of
hardware support at the testing site deserves preliminary consideration in light of. recent-
advances in microcomputer technology.
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The cost of using telecommunications to support a. nationwide network of testing
stations quickly becomes prohibitive (Civil Service Commission, 1979). One way to
overcome the cost might be to install a .minicomputer and supporting hardware at each
site, with terminals serving as the monitoring and testing stations. As depicted in Figure
18a, this solution represents a straightforward application of established technology. All
processing is minicomputer-resident, all files are maintained in a central disk storage
unit, and, the testing stations need to-function only as input and output units. With the
advent of\ 16-bit microprocessors, however, a microcomputer-based hardware configura-
tion offers a promising alternative to the traditional miniornputer.

The microcomputer-based configuration (Figure 18b) represents a sophisticated
application of new technology. Testing stations are self-contained, functionally indepen-
dent units, each consisting of a microcomputer, disk unit, keyboard, and display. The.

monitor station is also self-contained; it serves to concentrate data fro)cp the testing
stations and maintain control of the loosely coupled microcomputer network.

How do these configurations compare? The minicomputer offers high ppwer at high
cost, although the cost is much lower than that of a telecommunications network. The
microcomputer also offers high power, at a lower cost than the minicomputer. In many
other ways, microcomputers are preferable. Contention for resources is possible in the
minicomputer configuration, especially in accessing the CPU and disk, while it is virtually
nonexistent in the microcomputer configuration. In terms of. system availability, the
number of testing stations is directly related to the degree of response degradation in the
minicomputer configuration. In terms of system reliability, failure of ihe minicomputer

its disk unit will crash the system and terminate all .testing, while failure of a
microcomputer-based testing station will only affect testing in progress at that station.
For both configurations, current hardware and .software security techniques would. be
applicable. For mobile site testing, the minicomputer configuration is not easily portable,
while the micrrocomputer configuration provides easy portability. Finally, the minicom-
puter configui.ation normally requires moderate operator sophistication, while the micro-
computer configuration requires minimal operator sophistication.

These comparisons are by no means definitive. They have been offered to suggest to
systems designers that microcomputer technology shou'd be seriously considered in
choosing the hardware configuration for CAT system testing sites. The performance
characteristics of the new 16-bit microprocessors are impressive. Zilog (1978) claims that
its Z8000 will outperform the Digital, Equipment Corporation's PDP 11/45, a mi&range
minicomputer. A recent article (Flippin, 1980) reports benchmark perforfnance on a 16-
bit multiply of 11 microseconds (p sec) for a Motorola 68000 microprocessor, compared
with 10 p sec for an IBM 370-145, and 19 and 20 p sec respectively, for 2 other new 16-bit
microprocesiors, the Intel 8086 and the Zilog Z8000. This kind of performance should not
be ignored. Although the system designer will probably have to configure a microcom-
puter-based system from .the micrOprocessor up, so the speak, it may well.,be worth the
effort. Characteristics of several selected minicomputers and microprocessors are
provided in the appendix.

Software

The structaral system design presented earlier <in this report outlines the software
requirements for the CAT system. Because this system software is primarily of the
scientific, number-crunching type, FORTRAN, Pascal, or another high-level, structured
programming language should be chosen for software development.' Also, thel complexity
of the software design problem suggests that one of the structured software development
techniques should be applied to ensure prdper interfacing, protect system integrity, and
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aid in system docUmentation. Quality control of the software development effort is
especially important, because the system's psychometric integrity is critically dependent
on the degree to which system software accurately implements psychometric procedures.

In te r f ace s

Internal system interfaces have been discussed in the section on structural system
design and are implied by the functional design model. Interface protocols will depend on
the exact hardware configuration selected for the system. It should be noted, however,
that interface design must reflect the data, the control paths, and the requirements
specified in the functional model and structural design to assure smooth functioning of all
components as an jintegrated system. The data and control requirements implied by .the
external interfacel tos the MEPS reporting system must be carefully explored to ensure
that the CAT system is successfully integreated with the enlisted personnel accessioning
system.

Personnel

If the CAT system is to be Successful, it must operate within the current accessioning
environment and wi h.present personnel. Both examinees and operating personnel must be
considered. For e aminees, the system must be "user friendly.1' Test-taking pn the
system 'must -be simple and must present no threat. Software must be as forgiving of
operating error as, possible. InstrUctions must be clear and easily understood. The
physical system mdst be human engineered for test-taking convenience. These require-
ments are also important for operating personnel; the system should be as fully automated
as possible. Neither examinees nor operating personnel should be expetted to have any
degree of soPhistication with regard to this type of system.

CAT System Testing, Evaluation, and Refinement

After the preliminary system design, the design's internal consistency and its external
performance characteristics must be evaldated. Essentially, this involves verification of
the design's logical consistency as it evolves from -step to step, as well as validation of! its
ability to function according to specific system requirements (Enos & Van Tilburg, 1979).
Verification and validation are carried out with regard to both function and structUre.
Performance evaluation seeks to determine performance characteristics that result frlom
algorithmic design, system functional allocation and configuration, and structural inter-
faces. Computer simulation of the system prOcesses that are/amenable to such simulation
(e.g., software module performance), as well as evaluation of system prototypes, the
physical models of the system, provide necessary feedback on design decisions. Where
applicable, computer simulation and prototype evaluation results are compared: to check
actual performance against the predicted performance of the system.'

The design testing, evaluation, and refinement step provides the last opportunity to
make -changes'before full-scale implementation of the system design begins. This step
must be carried out carefully,and should meet applicable military standards (e.g., Military
Standard: Technical Reviews and Audits for Systems, Equipment, and Computer Pro-
grams, MIL-STD-1521A, DoD, 1976).

3Colella, O'Sullivan, & Carlino (1974) have provided an excellent discussion of the
rationale and precedures for 'system simulation and prototyping.
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Functional Verification and Validation

Functional verification and validation refers to assurance that the functional design
of the system is logically consistent and meets stated system objectives and requirements.
This process answers the question of whether the system will do whavit is supposed to do.

The process is applied to both psychometric and engineering development activities.
In psychometric development, it ensures that the necessary professes implied by measure-
ment theory have been well specified and integrated into an effective measurement
system. For the CAT system design, it is necessary to understand thoroughly the system's
theoretical base and its measurement algorithms, as well as the psychometric require-
ments and objectives of the design effort.

In engineering development, the process ensures that (1) the system's inputs,
processes, and outputs have been specified in sufficient detail and in such a manner as to
allow easy translation of function into the structure, logic, and organization of the system
software, and (2) these functional specifications provide sufficient information to
facilitate choices. For the CAT system design, it is necessary to understand software and
hardware development and to appreciate the nature of the psychometric procedures to be
imple mented.

TO be complete, verification and validation of the CAT system functional design must
integrate psychometric and engineer\ing concerns. A useful technique for functional
verification and validation is the "structural walk-through," in which the design team
meets to review the functional design, component,by component, with an eye toward its
internal consistency and the °system objectives and requirements. This technique is
especially useful for complex functional designs such as that of the CAT systern. It should
not be performed before the system's structural design is developed.

Structural Verification and Validation

Structural verification and validation refers to assurance that the structural design of
the system is logically consistent and is an accurate translation of the functional design.
This process answers the question of whether the system will pe'rform its stated furctions
properly. Furtheunore, it is a means of assuring that all system components fit into a
well integrated whole. For systems suLh as CAT, in which functions are primarily

implemented in software, structural verification and validation are oriented towards
a software testing _and evaluation. Structured walk-throughs of organization, logic, and

resultant program code will verify the accurate translation of the functional design into
software. Simulation testing of the software at three levels (individual components,
components integrated into individual subsystems, and subsystems integrated into full
system design) serves as necessary validation of proper system functioning.

The design of the hardware configuration in which -the system software will be
implemented must also be suLected to this process. Especially in microprocessor-based
configurations, where fairly low-leVel (e.g., chip or board) compcinents must be effectively
integrated, structural verification and validation provide the design checks necessary
before funds are expended in prototype fabrication. Structured walk-throughs of
hardware logic and organization, interfaces, and operating characteristics (processor
speed, storage capacity arid access time, and communication rates) verify the internal
consistency of the design and validate expected performance characteristics of the
hardware configuration. Simulation of system operation, staged either on partial
prototype or the full system prototype, will confirm proper hardware and software
functioning within the prototype-specific hardware context.
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Structural .verification and validation should be an integral part of the prototype
development. This process is a necessary precursor to evaluation of the prototype in the
performance evaluation phase and should be performed before prototyping of the system
begins.

Performance Evaluation

Performance evaluation refers to assurance that the system will meet stated
performance objectives in actual operation. It is primarily oriented towards prototype
evaluation, through -the application of simulation protocols that emulate real-world
operating conditions. Developing those simulation protocols and the performance
measures to .be used in prototype evaluation is critical in evaluation of the system. he
validity of the performance evaluation process will depend on the care taken in this
development. Because the prototype represents a physical model of the system as it will
operate in the real world, computer simulation will not suffice to test the prototype
against all operating conditions. If the system is designed to test people and to be
operated by people, the prototype must do so as well. Only when the prototype evaluation
process represents a reasonable analog of real-world conditions will performance evalua-
tion of the system be carried out successfully.

To -assure that performance evaluation results will be meaningful, two prior condi-
tions are important. First, evaluation criteria must be clearly and carefully specified,
providing the metrics for comprehensive evaluation of system functioning against design
objectives. Second, performance benchmarks for the evaluation criteria must be
established, sPecifying the performance levels at which the prototype will be considered
to have met or exceeded design objectives. These criteria and benchmarks must be
established for both the psychometric and engineering aspects of the system design.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The design of the CAT system should be based on the 4 Major functions arid 25
subfunctions described in this report.

2. The 1-11P0 technique, which is well suited to the problem of systematic top-down
analysis of functidnal requirements, should continue to be employed throughout the
evolution of the final CAT system design.

3. Although the CAT system could conceivably be based on a mainframe computer
with a wide area network of remote terminals, telecommunication cots for sUch a system
would be prohibitive. As alternatives, both microprocessors and minicomputers should be
evaluated for their capabilities to support CAT test administration and the station-
monitoring functions.

4. The 34 software components (subsystems, programs, modules, and subroutines)
identified should serve as the basis lor CAT system software development.

5. -CAT's basis in mathematical statistics makes its implementation heavily depen-
dent on scientific arithmetic computations; to support this requirement, FORTRAN,
Pascal, or a_similar high-level programming language should be used. Furthermore, the
complexity of the CAT system functions and subfunctions suggests that structured
software development techniques should be employed to facilitate software development,
to protect system integrity, to ensure proper interfacing, and to aid in system documenta-
tion.
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6. If the CAT system is to be cost-effective, it must be able to be operated by the
user with operationS staffs no larger than those required by the current system.
Accordingly, one objective during CAT system design should be to minimize the number
and skill requirements of personnel needed to operate and maintain the system.

7. The CAT system must meet stated system design objectives and requirements,
from both hardware and software points of view. Meeting these objectives is best
accomplished by means of a systematic process of testing, evaluation, and refinement.
Formal procedures ,for design testing, evaluation, and refinement should be specified and
used in the CAT system development process.
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APPENDIX

CHARACtERISTICS OF SELECTED DATA PROCESSING HARDWARE

This appendix lists specifications for eight minicomputers and eigFit microprocessors
that represent .the range of equipment available in the current market. The selections
have cpncentrated on 16-bit machines because their high performance makes them more
suitable than the 8-bit machines for the heavy number-crunching tasks in computerized
adaptive test administration and scoring.

It should be noted that, for all the microprocessors listed, compatible parts are
available that allow them to be incorporated into a microcomputer design (e.g., random-
access memory, read-only memory, input/output interfaces, clock generators). These

processors must be incorporated into such a design to support ,:omputerized adaptive test
administration and scoring.

Except for the information on the Ma 6800, which was excerpted 'from vendor
literature (Motorola, 1979), the information presented herein was excerpted from ,the
Datapro Reports on Minicomputers, Volufne 1 (Datapro, 1980) and used with permission.
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. i - Table A.-I
.

,
Characteristics of Selected Data Processing HarClware

Characteristics

Minicomputer

.

Data General
Eclipse 5/140

Data General
Nova 4X

Digital
Equipment
PDP-11/70

Digital
Equipment
PDP-11/70

.
'Hewlett-Packard

HP1000F

Modular
Computer

Systems, Inc.
Classic 7830/7835

Hams 100
Systems

Engineering
Laboratories

32/77

Word length, bits 16 5 16 16 + 2 16 + 2 16 1 16 24, 48 32 + 7

Number of terminals
supported

64 64

,- .

56 96 Application
Dependent

MAIN STORAGE

Cycle,access time,
micrbseconds

Min.lmax capacity words

Panty checking

Error correction

Storage protection

0.20 0.40

64K 512K

No

Standard

Standard

64K i I28K

No

No

No

.

0.48, 0.96/0.48

256K/IM bytes

No

Standard

Standard'

0.98/0.36

64K / 1024K

Standard

No

Standard

0.35

32K/2048K bytes

.8tandard

Optional

Optional

,
.125/.250 .-

12BK/2048K bytes

Standard

Standard

Standard

0.45/0,30

192Ki 768K bytes

No

Standard

,. Standard

0.60/0.30

64K/4096K

No

Standard

Standard

CENTRAL PROCESSOR

Number ol directly
addressable Words

Add time, microseconds

Hardware multiply divide

Hardware floating point

Hardware byte manipulation

Real tune clock or timer

32K

0 20.

Standard

.Optional

Standard

'Standard

I Kr
0.20..

Optional

Optional

Standard

Standard

32K .

0.87,

Standard

Optiohal

Standard

Standard

32K

.0.30-1.20
.

Standard

Optional

Standard

Standard

2K

0,91

Standard

Firmware

Standard

Optional

21

2048K

0,30 ''.

Standard

Optional."
Standard

Standard

Standard

96K

0.60

Standard

Optional

Standard.

Optional

128K

0,60/1.20

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Direct memory access Standard Standard Standard Standard, Optional Standard Optional Standard

COMMUNICATIONS

,Maximum number of lines

Synchronotis

Asynchronous

Opt.; 56K bps

Opt., 9600 bps

128

Opt.;
1321 56K bps

Opt.;
112B) 19.2K bps

Up to 1M bps

Up to 9600 bps

.

Up to 1M bps

Up to 96013 bps

56

Opt.; to
500K bps

Opt.; to
2.5M bps

256 FDX

Opt.;
48-230.4K bps

Opt.;
50-19.2K bps

32

Opt.; 56K bps

-Opt.; 19:2K bps

64

OP1.; to
9600 bps

Opt.; to
38.4 bps

Higher level languagets) BASIC,
FORTRAN .

BASIC,
FORTRAN

BASIC,
FORTRAN

BASIC,
FORTRAN

FORTRAN,
BASIC

FORTRAN FORTRAN
IV Et 77 4

FORTRAN,
BASIC

Operating System Batch, reakime.
time-sylaring

-Real-time, RDOS,
multi-tasking

Batch, real-time,
timesharing.

Real-time, inter.
active, time-sharing

Real-time,
urne-sharing

Batch, reaktime,
time-sharing

Realtime, batch,
time-sharing

Real-time, inter-
'active, multi-batch

Price of CPU, power
supply, front panel, and
minimum memory in
Chassis

516,5013

1128K bytes)
$10,400

1128K bytes)
$23,900

1256K bytes)
$63,000

1128K corel
$11,750

164K bytes)

a

523,800/29,500 $45,000
1192K bytes)

046,300
125610 bytes)

q

a
5 1 J

, d d



Table A-1 (Continued)

CharaCtedetics

Microp Ocessor \
Intel 8096A Intel 8096-2 Intel 8087 Intel 8099 Motorola MOO Motorola 61000 Zilog ZIOA/7111013 Zilog 211001

Type 8-bit CPU 16-bit CPU 8/16-bit I/O.
processor

Ill-bit CPU 16-bit CPU 8-bit CPU 16-bit CPU

,..

Data word size, bits 8, 16; 24 8-48 16, 3Z 64, 90 3-16 . 8 16 (Varies,
1-32 bits)

11 16 (varies,
1-32 bits)

. Instruction word size: bita 8, 16, 24 8-48 16-48 16 8, 16, 24 16-10 8, 16 16

Clock frequency 3, 5 MHz 5 MHz 5 MHz 5 MHz 1 MHz To 8 MHz
a

2.5, 4,0, or
6.0 MHz

To 6 MHz

Phases/cycle 1 1 1 1 2 1 I 1

Add time, register to'
register, microseconds
per data word,

1,0 0.6
(8 or 16-bit)

0.2
(64-bit add)

2.0 0.5 1.8 1.0

Number.of instructions K 134 58 45 72 56 158 110'

NUMBER OF REGISTERS:

ArithMitic

Index

General purpose

.

1

0

6 8 8- or 16-bit; 4
memory ,

segmentation

8x8 bit 8.20-bit
8 16-bit

Two 8-bit

On. 16-bit

Two 8-bit

8 32-bit,
UP to 17

7 32-bit

14
.-,

Two 16-bit

Two sots of .

six each

. 0

..

,
16

a
Size of return stack Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Up to 64K Unlimited

-i

Unlimited

Number of directly
addressable incfruction
words

84K .1M . 1M 1M + 64K 64K 16M 64K BM

Hardware BCD arithmetic No Standard Yes No Standard Standard Standard Standard

Direct memory access Optional Optional Available Standard Standard Standard

Higher level languages PLM-80, PASCAL,
BASIC

PLM-86 PLM-86,
FORTRAN,
PASCAL

No

v

MPL, BASIC PASCAL PL/z, FORTRAN,
PASCAL

PASCAL

Price of basic CPLYonly
(quantity 100)

$11.25 $112,50 Contact vendor Contact vendor $1335 (25-99) Contact vendor $8.90/S10.70 $140

Comments

_

8 and 16-bit
signed/unsigned

arithmetic,
including multiply

and divide
,

a

Ultra high per-
formance numeric
data co-processor

for 8096
.

I/0 co-processor
for 80136

Segmented version
of CPU. Specifica-
tions taken from
second-sourced
advanced Micro

Devices AM M01
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